"Comedy Chaos" Brings Laughter to 2006 Homecoming

BY CHRISTINA WRIGHT
Managing Editor

ugging a guitar and sporting a red "Chicago" T-shirt, a young man strums in the Student Activity Center. A young woman wears a New York City police uniform, and a little girl clutch her stuffed animal. In the background, a young man in a red costume with a white beard and a cape laughs. The campus is buzzing with activity as the Comedy Chaos show begins.

Howard University, a leading national university with a rich history and diverse student body, is known for its vibrant campus life and cultural events. One of the most popular events is the annual Comedy Chaos show, which brings together talented performers from around the country to entertain students and the community.

During the show, performers take the stage to deliver stand-up routines, comedy sketches, and improvisational scenes. The performers, who range in age from college students to seasoned professionals, bring their unique styles and perspectives to the stage, creating a dynamic and entertaining night for all.

The Comedy Chaos show is not only a highlight of the fall homecoming celebration, but it also serves as a platform for aspiring comedians to showcase their talents and gain valuable experience. The event is a testament to the rich tradition of humor and creativity that thrives at Howard University.

As the night comes to a close, the audience erupts in applause. The performers take their final bows, and the stage is left to the clanks of glassware and the chatter of conversation. The Comedy Chaos show has once again delivered a night of laughter and joy, reminding everyone at Howard University that there is always a reason to smile.
Now that students have stood in line, purchased tickets and decided which afterparties to attend, personal safety may be taken seriously.

The time of students that waited outside of Cramton Auditorium in order to purchase tickets on Monday night shows just how serious students at Howard University are about attending Homecoming events. Howard University Campus Police will be taking the necessary precautions to ensure that all of the Homecoming events run smoothly and safely.

"The Special Events department has been preparing for security during homecoming," said Frederick Armstrong, Campus Police deputy chief. "Campus police will be going above and beyond to make sure the campus and students are secure.

Armstrong strongly recommends that students follow the rules and regulations of Howard University so that everyone remains safe. It is necessary that students help the police maintain a safe environment, Armstrong said.

Howard Homecoming is nationally-acknowledged, which means that people from outside cities and states will be attending the events.

"Most of the violence that occurs on and around Howard’s campus during Homecoming events does not involve Howard students," Armstrong said. "Students can become vulnerable to outsiders committing crimes.

"It is important that students are always concerned about their personal safety," Armstrong said. "This means they lock their doors, do not take rides from strangers and follow the Terry’s rules and regulations on alcohol consumption.

Armstrong also said that the fungus of crime on Howard’s campus is high in a simplistic because campus precautions Campus Police take.

Although campus police are hard-working, students still have to be the ones to make sure that students do not put themselves at risk.

Lack of Wireless Internet Leaves Students to Find Another Way

BY EBOH FARMER

Before falling asleep Sunday night, I was pondering the decision to purchase wireless service for my dorm room. I have been trying out wireless service in my dorm room and it is an inconvenience when I have to go to a different room to find wireless service. I either have to go somewhere I can really contact ISAS or find alternative places to use. There is only so much I can do while patiently waiting to have the luxury of wireless service.

Many students, especially freshmen, lack wireless service in their dorm rooms. According to whipcx.net, ISAS has acknowledged that wireless service is a problem on campus.

"ISAS has received many complaints from students concerning the lack of internet service," said Tim Gilbert, ISAS's manager of public relations.

Although campus police are hard working, students still have to be the ones to make sure that students do not put themselves at risk. The Hilltop Staff Writer

Although campus police will be out to protect students and the public, Armstrong stated that it is up to the students to maintain the safety.

"Students should 'look out for one another,'" Armstrong said.

"I am a junior and I have experienced Homecoming," she said. "In the freshman, who have not experienced it, do not forget to never travel alone and make sure you are safe when drinking.

"Resident students were required to attend meetings in the dormitories touching safety.

"During the meeting to the freshmen, campus police came and discussed dangers such as date rape. Before the meeting I was only concerned with having fun during Homecoming, but now I understand that I have to protect myself so that I can have fun," said freshmen psychology major, Mars Copland.

Although campus police are hard working, students still have to be the ones to make sure that students do not put themselves at risk.
Will the business change you?
Or will you change the business?

Interested in business, law, or technology? Deloitte Financial Advisory Services LLP (“Deloitte FAS”) is hiring for its Analytic & Forensic Technology practice.

Today’s business environment generates vast amounts of data and information, and almost all of this information is captured and stored in computerized form. Deloitte FAS’ Analytic & Forensic Technology practice (AFT) uses high performance relational databases to help litigators and investigators understand this electronic data and put it into context. AFT engagements focus on complex domestic and international litigations and investigations for Fortune 500 companies in the financial services and banking sectors. They also focus on health care, telecommunications and other industries, as well as many of the most highly regarded law firms in the country.

To learn more about the position and drop your resume, please visit your school’s career center website. Resume drop ends October 16, 2006.

Deloitte.

And you thought college was the best time of your life.
As an officer in the U.S. Coast Guard, every day you’ll be putting your training, education, leadership, and decision-making skills to the test. Saving lives, protecting the environment, defending our nation’s borders, and enforcing the law, you’ll be at the forefront of some of the most exciting times in American history. For more information on officer opportunities, eligibility, benefits and more, visit us online at GOCCSAFEGUARD.COM or call 1-877-NO-W-USCG.

Our scholarship covers tuition, textbooks and supplies and even gives you a monthly stipend for living expenses. But it’s the experience you’ll gain after graduation that sets this program apart. As an Air Force dentist, you’ll be in a supportive team environment where teaching and mentoring are ongoing. You’ll have exposure to various specialties, and the weight of emergencies or difficult cases won’t rest on your shoulders alone. For more information about our Health Professions Scholarship Program, call or visit online.

1-800-588-5260 • AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE
Radio Ad Questions MLK's Support of Republicans

By TASHERI J. WALKER

While listening to the radio, many Maryland residents tuned in to a very controversial radio advertisement. The ad made a claim that the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. supported the Republican Party. The New York Times reported that the ad claimed King supported Republican candidates in order to gain support from black voters.

Joe Gates, a radio producer for the National Black Republican Association (NBRA), said, "We were fighting for black rights, and it seemed ridiculous that almost all Black Americans would support a party that has consistently worked to maintain segregation and disenfranchise black voters." Gates added, "We were fighting for Jim Crow laws," Rice said. Martin Luther King, Jr. was a Democrat, but it appears that the NBRA is trying to discredit King's legacy by associating him with a political party that he did not support.

The advertisement talks about what Republicans are doing for the community. The Republican Party plans to work with Congress to benefit the country. The new leader needs to be a youthful, energetic leader who has worked hard to gain the trust of the people. The Republican Party plans to work for our times, and they will fight to free blacks while maintaining their rights.

According to the article, the NBRA is trying to discredit King's legacy by associating him with a political party that he did not support. The ad is "vise to debate the political relevance of Dr. King," and it reinforces the NBRA's message that the Republican Party is responsible for the improvement of the country.
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The ad talks about what Republicans are doing for the community. The Republican Party plans to work with Congress to benefit the country. The new leader needs to be a youthful, energetic leader who has worked hard to gain the trust of the people. The Republican Party plans to work for our times, and they will fight to free blacks while maintaining their rights.

The NBRA is "vise to debate the political relevance of Dr. King," and it reinforces the NBRA's message that the Republican Party is responsible for the improvement of the country.
Fake Bags: An Alternative or a Threat?

Counterfeit fashion merchandise is everywhere, from the big street in Geneva, Switzerland, to the dark corners of the internet. What do all of these places have in common? You will almost always encounter counterfeit Louis Vuitton purses and other accessories in each of these locations. Since the admission of both Louis Vuitton and Gucci into the fashion industry in 1986, street vendors, college students, and internet users have tried to make a profit from counterfeit replicas. In Prato, Milan, Italian police confiscated more than 80,000 imitation Louis Vuitton and Gucci bags during a raid on a counterfeiting factory owned by Chinese businesses. "Really, Prato has become a cradle of counterfeiting in Italy," Emilio Conti reported after a telephone conversation with an Italian official.

The original House of Louis Vuitton was formed in 1854 by Louis Vuitton and was one of the hardest hit by counterfeiters. Right from the beginning, Louis Vuitton has emphasized quality and craftsmanship, catering to the rich people who appreciated its beauty. To maintain its position at the top of the Designer History website.
ADVERTISEMENT
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Volleyball Team Falls in Five Sets to UMES

BY JULIANNE HANCHEL

In a five-game contest last night at McMillan Gymnasium, Howard faced Eastern Shore (UMES) Lady Hawks in a contest that ended up being a three-game victory for the Hawks. Howard was able to out-score their opponents, taking an advantage in front of our home crowd," said Howard coach Orlando Temkin.

Coach Alex Temkin talked about the situation that led to the game, "we had a good service with service by junior Janel James and the game was quickly tied to 3-3. The Hawks reached 30 points, but they were not able to produce and game one ended with a UMES win—29-27.

The Hawks then took the first point, but in the second game, the Hawks were able to score, resulting in a final score of 27-25.

The Hawks took the second game with a meeting in the center of the court to boost morale, but even as they tied the game at 2-2, the Hawks were not able to produce and UMES reached 30 points, but with a score of 27-25. The Hawks lost game two with a final score of 30-27.

The Hawks started the third game with a meeting in the center of the court to boost morale, but even as they tied the game at 2-2, the Hawks were not able to produce and UMES reached 30 points, but with a score of 27-25. The Hawks lost game two with a final score of 30-27.
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Continuing Relevance of HBCUs Questioned

"At Howard, many important people in my life have taught me to value real-world experiences over the traditional academic setting," said Leontia Hill, a recent graduate of Howard University. "I had the opportunity to work on a research project while attending Howard, which helped me develop my critical thinking skills."

Marc Lamont Hill, Ph.D., author and professor at Temple University, recently wrote a book about the issues that historically black colleges and universities (HBCUs) face. "It is important to recognize the unique opportunities that HBCUs offer to students," Hill said. "At Howard, I was able to connect with students from different backgrounds and perspectives, which helped me to grow academically and personally."
Cheating Through the Mecca

For our parents, it was the genre two weeks before the final paper due. For us, it’s Blackboard, grading, calculators, websites that will tell you anything. All the many ways to cheat online and many offline through THE HILLTOP. Don’t guess how much you know. Don’t promote cheating. In such a world where the doctor who cheated their way through medical school or who found a way to cheat on the MCAT! Can you imagine the lawyer who will forever be wrong.

In such a world where the doctor who cheated their way through medical school or who found a way to cheat on the MCAT! Can you imagine the lawyer who will forever be wrong.

Our View:
Just because technology makes cheating easier doesn’t make it acceptable. If you want to cheat, think about the end, you only cheat yourself!

When you think you’re cheating, you’re actually cheating yourself.

We pay too much for education and must let feelings from those around us, know survivors to get the most out of this you downloaded.

Being out varies. I know the world of black, but it can be discouraging. I do think about it, you only cheat yourself!

We as students have at our disposal we all plan to use to the end. You only cheat yourself!

The reality is that we are being tested. The test is how we come out is rarely less wrong or less unethical. In the long run, those who you are, you should not be. You are not putting your best effort. You would be because of your own lack of integrity and perspective.

May it be that all is an interview for a job you really want or on a date. What a beautiful and honest experience, but we must honor the world of black. At times, we’re loved, unwanted, belonging.
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STUDENT - PARENT SUPPORT GROUP WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE FOR THE PRESIDENT TEJICA L. MOORE AND JOINT ND. REDDIX ON THE BIRTH OF THEIR SON TALIS L.

ARTISTS (RAPPERS, SINGERS, MUSICIANS, PRODUCERS)
ACTORS, MODELS, FASHION DESIGNERS, PROMOTERS GRAPHICS /WEB DESIGNERS / FILM MAKERS /VISUAL /READING ARTIST / CARTOONIST

Classified Ads

**ALL CLASSIFIED ADS MUST BE PAID FOR AND SUBMITTED SEVEN DAYS IN ADVANCE. LATE FEE FOR ALL CLASSIFIED ADS NOT SUBMITTED SEVEN DAYS IN ADVANCE.**

**Payment acceptable by cash or check. Any questions please contact The Hilltop Business Office (202) 806-4749 or by e-mail www.hilltopbusiness@gmail.com**

**STUDENT - PARENT SUPPORT GROUP WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE FOR THE PRESIDENT TEJICA L. MOORE AND JOINT ND. REDDIX ON THE BIRTH OF THEIR SON TALIS L. REDDIX!!!**

**SO MUSIC /MOVIE PROJECT ARTISTS (RAPPERS, SINGERS, MUSICIANS, PRODUCERS) ACTORS, MODELS, FASHION DESIGNERS, PROMOTERS GRAPHICS /WEB DESIGNERS / FILM MAKERS /VISUAL /READING ARTIST / CARTOONIST (202) 415-5446 hansolotv@comcast.net**

Sitters Wanted, Average $50 per job. Register free for jobs near campus or off-campus www.student-sitters.com

Senior, do you want to be personally featured in a publication at Howard University that lasts forever?

IF SO, SENIOR ADS ARE ON SALE RIGHT NOW IN THE BISON YEARBOOK OFFICE UNTIL TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 2006

**Advertainment Size Content Size Cost**
Full Page (Rx15) 10 Photos Max.-12 lines of text $450.00
Half Page (Rx5) 6 Photos Max.-7 lines of text $300.00
Quarter Page (Rx5) 2 Photos Max.-5 lines of text $150.00
Eighth Page (Rx2) 1 Photo Max.-2 lines of text $100.00

*One Line=Approx. 60 Spaces
**One Line=Approx. 30 Spaces

**THERE IS ONLY A LIMITED AMOUNT OF SPACE AVAILABLE FOR ALL ADS, SO DON’T WAIT UNTIL THE LAST MINUTE!!!!!!**

The Bison Yearbook office is located on the Ground Level of the Blackburn University Center in Room G-06.